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The fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system is discussed, especially in the case of computer security system under the 
attributes of linguistic datum. This paper gives a new algoritllm to evaluate fuzzy risk of the system. The algorithm 
uses triangular fitzzy numbers to represent linguistic datum, and uses Function Principle to calculate fozzy values of the 
system. A suitable linguistic data with largest degree of similarity using total utility value is selected to represent the 
fuzzy total risk value-:.._ fuzzy risk evaluation of the system. If there has same largest degree of similarity of the fuzzy total 
risk value with two linguistic datum, then a suitable linguistic data with smaller dissemblance index is selected as 
representation of fuzzy risk evaluation of the system. 

1. Introduction 
The risks associated with many important projects are potentially serious and have ramifications throughout our society. 
Two examples where the determination of risk is both difficult and important are: (I) the risk to human life in a space 
launch and (2) the risk of compromise of personal data stored in computer system. To be able somehow to reasonably 
estimate the risk to human life associated with as complex and mult;-faceted an undertaking as a space launch would aid 
technicians alike in evaluating tradeoffs for safety that must be made both before and during the launch. Similarly, to be 
able to meaningfully estimate the risk of compromise to confidential personal data in a computer system is essential in 
deciding on the security measures to be installed on the system and the security practices to followed by its users. The 
above difficult part of determination of risk lies in two completely separate phenom.':na: overall complex and inherent 
imprecision. In the space launch problem, the overall environment is a complex arrangement of dependent interlocking 
events. The other problem of inherent imprecision remains to complicate the task of estimating risk [ 12]. 

In classic, the concept of probability is used to process the problem of imprecision. It looks great to the casual observer, 
but it fails to take into account perturbations that are possible in the real world. In order to improve the pseudo-accuracy 
of the numerical estimate to gain the believability and confidence of an inexact, ·'fuzzy" estimate that is both more realistic 
and easier to interpret. In 1965. Zadeh [16] proposed the fuzzy sets theory- the notion of the plausibility of set 
membership leads to the generalization of the degree of membership in a set. In 1978, Dubois and Prade [6) defined 
fuzzy number to represent linguistic data, such as "High", "Low" , and "Good" etc,. Recently, many papers, [4], [5], [7], 
[8), [ 11), [14), applies fuzzy sets theory on risk evaluation, especially, in business or industry. 

In 1984, Schmucker [12) introduced an automated risk analysis package, be named FRA, that have been implemented 
by the Computer Security Research Group at the George Washington University for analyzing the risk evaluation of 
computer security system. The FRA transfers linguistic datum into discrete fuzzy sets which used four fuzzy linguistic 
hedges (over the universe {I. 2. 3. 4} ), such as Very Low = { 1.011 , 0.2/2. 0/3. 0/4 }. Low= { 1.011 , 0.6/2, 0.1 /3, 0/4 }. 
and Medium= { 0.2/1. 1.0/2, 1.013. 0.2/4 }, and use Extension Principle to calculate fuzzy total risk value of the system . 
Then Best Fit method is used to calculate distances between fuzzy total risk value and some linguistic datum for 
transferring fuzzy total risk value into linguistic data. For example. suppose X= {x/i 11~ i ~}and Y= { y/i 1 I::; i ::;4} 
are two fuzzy sets. then the distance between X and Y by Best Fit method is 

But FRA has two drawbacks as follows. 
(i) In 1985, Chen [I] showed that multiplication of two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by using Extension Principle would 

result in fuzzy number with a drum-shape membership function . lt would be very hard to find the result of more than 
fourtimes multiplication of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by Extension Principle. Therefore, FRA calculated fuzzy total 
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risk evaluation by fuzzy arithmetical operations with Extension Principle, it will be difficult to process the tree system 
having more than four levels. 

(ii) Best Fit method may not find a suitable linguistic data for fuzzy total risk value of a system when fuzzy total risk value 
has same distance to two linguistic datum. For example, assume A={0.8/I, 0.4/2, 0.05/3 , 0/4} is fuzzy total risk 
value, and Very Low = { l.0/1, 0.2/2, 0/3, 0/4} and Low ={ 1.0/1, 0.6/2, 0. 113, 0/4} are two linguistic datum, then the 
distances between A and Very Low, and between A and Low an.~' 

d(A, Very Low) = J<o.s- 1.o)2 + (OA- 0.2)2 + {o.os- 0) 2 + (O- o)2 = 0.287228, 

d(A, Low)= J <o.s-I.o)2 + (OA- o.6)2 + (O.os- o.1)2 + (O- o)2 = 0.287228. 

It shows that fuzzy total risk value A has same distance (0.287228) to Very Low. and to Low. 
In order to improve the above drawbacks of FRA, we introduce a new algorithm for evaluating the fuzzy risk of a 

system. The algorithm uses triangular fuzzy numbers to represent linguistic datum, and uses Chen ' s Function Principle 
[2], instead of Extension Principle, to process fuzzy arithmetical operations, because it does not change the type of 
membership function of trapezoidal fuzzy number after arithmetical operations. In addition, the linguistic data with 
largest degree of similarity by total utility values [9] between fuzzy total ri?k value and all linguistic datum in a tree 
system is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the system . When fuzzy total risk value has same largest 
degree of-similarity to two linguistic datum, then dissemblance index [10], that is a normalized distance between two 
fuzzy numbers, is calculated, and the linguistic data with smaller dissemblanc(,l index is selected as representation of fuzzy 
total risk value. Although the probability of getting same dissemblctnce i11dex is extremely low, if there has same 
dissemblance index, then random number function in computer system is used to select one of two linguistic datum to 
represent the fuzzy total risk value of the system. 

This paper is divided into seven sections. In section 2, we describe the arithmetical operations with Function Principle, 
and total utility value of fuzzy number. Section 3 studies the notions of both degree of similarity with total utility values 
of two fu~ numbers and dissemblance index of two fuzzy numbers. A new algorithm of fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree 
system is introduced in section 4. In section 5, we design a computer program with our new algorithm. In section 6, we 
use the example of computer security system in [ 12] and designed program to evaluate the fuzzy total risk of the system. 

2. Fuzzy theory 
In 1965, Zadeh presented his paper "Fuzzy Set". It marked the start of a revolution in science relative to uncertainty, the 
effects cif which are still being explored. There has been a rapid expansion in the theoretical development of fuzzy set 
theory, and has applied to many field of science. 

2.1. Triangular fuzzy number and linguistic data 

A fuzzy number in real line R is a fuzzy subset of R that is normal and convex [I 0). The membership function of a fuzzy 
number can be viewed as possibility distribution. A typical fuzzy number is a triangular fuzzy number that is a particular 
case ofsemisymmetric L-R fuzzy number. Here, we describe the notion of triangular fuzzy number as follow. 

Suppose A is a triangular fuzzy number_ be denoted as A= (c, a, d), then fl..A.. (x) is the membership function of A as 

shown in Figure I, and 

fl.A.(x) = 

X - C 

a - c 

L 

X - d 

a - d 

x = a. 

a 5; x s d. 

0. otherwise. 

) 
X 

Figure I. The membership function of A . 

A linguistic data differs from a numerical data in that its values are not numbers but words or sentences in a natural or 
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artificial language. Since words are less precise than numbers, the concept of a linguistic data serves the purpose of 
providing a means of approximate characterization of phenomena, which are too complex or too ill defined to be 
amenable to description in conventional quantitative terms. In this study, we assume a linguistic set U ={Extremely High, 
Very High, High to Very High, Rather High, High, Top Medium to High, Medium to High, Medium, Top Low to Medium, 
Low to Medium, Low, Rather Low, Low to Very Low, Very Low, Extremely Low}. Furthermore, we transfer these 
linguistic datum in U into triangular fuzzy numbers as in Table I. 

linguistic data triangular fuzzy number 
Extremely High (0.94, 0.97, 1.00) 
Very High (0.85, 0.90, 0.95) 
High to Very High (0.80, 0.83, 0.86) 
Rather High (0.69, 0.75, 0.81) 
High (0.60, 0.65, 0.70) 
Top Medium to High (0.58, 0.61, 0.64) 
Medium to High (0.55, 0.58, 0.61) 
Medium (0.50, 0.55, 0.60) 
Top Low to Medium (0.45, 0.50, 0.55) 
Low io Medium (0.40, 0.45, 0.50) 
Low (0.30, 0.36, 0.42) 
Rather Low (0.24, 0.30, 0.36) 
Low to Very Low (0.18, 0.24, 0.30) 
Very Low (0.12, 0.18, 0.24) 
Extremely Low (0.06, 0.12, 0.18) 

Table I. Linguistic datum in U and corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers. 

2.2. Fuzzy arithmetical operations with Function Principle 

In this paper, Chen's Function Principle is used to be as fuzzy arithmetical operations between triangular fuzzy numbers. 
Because we only use the fuzzy addition, fuzzy multiplication, and fuzzy division of positive fuzzy number with Function 
Principle in this paper, so we describe these fuzzy operations as follows . 

Suppose M ={ c~> a" d1) and N = ( c2• a2, d2) are two triangular fuzzy numbers, then the fuzzy addition ffi, fuzzy 
multiplication ®, and fuzzy division 0 with Function Principle are 

M ffi N = ( c 1+c2 , a,+a2 , d,+d2 ), 

M ® N = ( c1c2 , a,a~, d,d2 ), 

M 0 N = (c, + d2 , a, + a2 , d, + c2 ). 

where. c1, a1, d1, c2, a2, d2 are positive real numbers. 

For example, let M= (3, 4, 5) and N =(I, 2, 3) be two triangular fuzzy numbers, the results of fuzzy addition, fuzzy 

multiplication, and fuzzy division of M and N are 

M EB N = (3+1. 4+2. 5+3) = (4. 6, 8), 

M® N=(3xl,4x2,5x3)=(3,8, 15), 

M 0 N = (3+3, 4+2. 5+1) =<I. 2. 5). 

Furthermore. the corresponding operation diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

< _ .. _ .. _, ____ ) M EB N 

( -----------) M ® N 

--- --~-~-~~~(-;::···------~---~-~---- M 0 N 
V \ .. " -~--.... -.._ 

-.. ... ....... 

Figure 2. Results of operations. 

2.3. Total utility value of fuzzy number 

In 1985. Chen (3] presented utility value with Maximizing set and Minimizing set for ranking n fuzzy numbers. The 
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following definition is total utility value of one of n triangular fuzzy numbers A; , i= I, 2, ···, n. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let M and G be the Maximizing set and the Minimizing set of n triangular fuzzy numbers A; , i= I, 

2, ···, n as shown in Figure 3, and the membership function of M and G (~M and J.IG) are 

{ 

X-Xmin 

J.IM (X) = Xmax - Xmin ' 

0, 

{ 

X- Xma, 

~G(X) = Xmin- Xmax ' 

0, 

Xmin ~X~ Xm~ 

otherwise 

Xmin ~ X ~ Xmax 

otherwise 

where S; = {x Ill;._ (x)> 0 }, S =uS;, and Xmax= supS, x"';" = infS. 

Then U\1( A; ) and UG( A; ) are right utility valu~ h11sed QO Maximizing set M and left utility value based on Minimizing 

set G respectively, and 

U~1( A;) =sup ( llj., (x) A~~.{;'\) ) 
= (d;- Xmin) I ((xmax-Xm;n) = (it;=A;)}, 

UG( A; ) =sup ( llj., (x) A ~dx) ) 
= (Xma,-C;) I ((xmax-xmin) * (a;=C;)), 

Hence, the total utility value of A; is 

i=l,2; ·· ,n. (I) 

A~ ,.A; ....... . 
).!M :( -··-··-··-··-··-··-··) 
).!G :( --------------) 

X 

0 

Fi;ur~ ~.The membership functions of M and G. 

For example, ·'Low"= (0.30, 0.36, OA;.n i!l 11 linguistic data in Table I. Then the total utility value of·'Low•· is calculated 
with the Maximizing set and the Minimi~!ng ~etofalllinguistic datum in Table I as follows. 
By Definition 2.3. I , we get Xmax = 1.00 i!nd ~min = 0.06. 
By formula (I), the total utility value of•'J..ow'' i!> 

U L ) _ I ( 0.4:b-O.Q(l I 1.00-0.30 ] 
T( OW -- + - - - ------

2 (I.OQ.,Q.Q6}-(0 36-0.42) (1.00-0.06)1-(0.36-0.30) 

= 0.33. 

3. Similarity of fuzzy num.bers 

In 1996. Hsieh [9] introduced degrt;Je of similarity with total utility value to measure similarity between two fuzzy 
numbers. Now, we study the definition of degree of similarity with total utility values of fuzzy numbers. 

Definition 3.1. Suppose A and B are two triangular fuzzy numbers. Then the degree of similarity with total utility 

values between A and B is 
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where UT( A) and UT( B) are the total utility values of A and B respectively. This similarity is called as total utility 

similarity. 

The total utility similarity is a new concept. It means that the larger similarity of A and B shows they are more 

similar. 

Property I: Suppose A and B are two triangular fuzzy numbers, then 
~ ~ 

min(UT(A), UT(B)) 

where UT( A) and UT( B) are the total utility values of A and B, respectively. 

Proof. If UT( A)~ UT( B), then 

~UT(A~UT(B) ~ ~ = UT(~)UT(~) =UT(~) = min(UT(~), UT(~)) . 
max(UT(A)UT(A), UT(B)UT(8)) UT(A)UT(A) UT(A) max(UT(A), UT(8)) 

Similarly, if UT( A ) < UT( B), then 

Remark: The degree of similarity with total utility values of A and B can also be defined as 
~ ~ 

S( A, B) = min(UT(~), UT(~)) . 
max(UT(A), UT(B)) 

In 1993, Sudkamp [13] redefined similarity relation by changing Zadeh's •-transitivity [15] into the Lukasiewicz T
norm (®). Here we show some properties of total utility similarity of fuzzy numbers based on Sudkamp's similarity 
relation of fuzzy numbers as following. 

Property 2. Let F be a set of triangular fuzzy numbers, then S( •, •) in Definition 3.1 satisfies the following properties: 

(i)O:s;S(A,8):s;I,VA, 8 EF, 

(ii)S(A,B)=S(B,A), VA, BE F, 

(iii) S( A' A)= l, V A E F, 

(iv) S( A, C);::: S(A , B)© S(B, C), 

where x © y = max{O, x + y- I}, the© function is the Lukasiewicz T-norm [13]. 

Proof. It is easy to see that S(•, •) satisfies properties (i), (i0 and (iii). 

To prove (iv). Suppose UT( C )::;UT( B )::;UT( A), then 

.._. ........ - - ...... ....., --.. ._. - ........ 

S( A ,C)-S(A, 8)©S( 8, C)=Ur(C) I UT (A) -max {0, Ur(8) I UT( A)+ Ur( C)/ UT( B) - I} -

If UT( B) I UT( A) + UT( C) I UT( B) - I ::;; 0, then 

- ....... ..-.. ....... ..-... -
S( A, C)-S( A, B)©( 8, C )=UT( C) I UT( A) - 0 ;::: 0. 

If Ur( 8) 1 UT( A)+ UT( c) 1 Ur( 8)- I > o, then 

S( A , c )-S( A , 8) © se 8, c)= UT( c) 1 Ur( A) - [UT( 8) 1 Ur( A) + UT( c) 1 Ur( 8) - 1 1 

=((UT( A )-Ur( 8 ))(UT( 8 )-UT( c )))I (Ur( A )UT( 8 ));::: o. 
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That is S( A , C) ~ S( A , B) © S( B, C). 

Similarly, we can prove the other cases of the order Of UT( A), UT( B), and Ut( C), such as UT( A ):5:UT( B) :5: UT( C), 

UT( B) :5: UT(A}:5: UT( C), UT( B) :5: UT( C) :5: UT( A), UT(C)::o; UT(A):5:UT(B), and UT(A):5:UT(C):5:UT(B). 

For example, let A =(0.25, 0.28, 0.47) be a triang\ll<tr fuzzy number, and "Low" and "High" be two linguistic datum in 

Table 1. Then we calculate the degrees of similarity betw~1';q A and "Low", and between A and "High" as follows. 

By formula (1) with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of both A and all linguistic datum in Table 1, we find 

UT(Low) = UT((0.30,0.36,0.42)) = 0.33, 

UT(High) = UT((0.60,0.65,0~70)) =0.621212, 

and UT( A)= UT((0.25,0.28,0.47)) = 0.294818. 

Then, the degrees of similarity between A and "Low", and between A and "High" are 

s A L = (0.294818)(0.33) . =(0.294818)(0.33) 0.29481 
· ( ' ow) max((0.33)(0.33),(0.294818 )(0.294a 1-lhj (0.33)(0.33) 0.33 °·8933 88

• 

S(A Hi h) (0.294818)(0.621212) 0.294818:::-Q.474585 _ 
, g (0.621212)(0.621212) 0.621212 -

These show that A is more similar to "Low" than "High". 

In addition, distance measure is often used as measuring !ilmilarity of fuzzy numbers. In 1991, Kaufmann et al. [10] 

considered a distance measure of two fuzzy numbers combined by tht;~ intervals of a-cuts of fuzzy numbers. Suppose 

A ={a1, a2, a3) and B =(b1, b2, b3) are two triangular fuzzy nymbers as in Figure 4, then the distance between A and B is 

where [a1(a), a3{a)] and [b 1(a), b3(a)J are the closed interval of a-cut of fuzzy number A and B respectively. 

It is interesting that the distance d( A , B )can be computed by adding areas of triangles (Figure. 4) as 

area CDF +area FGD +area DEG +area EGH. 

Moreover, the normalized distance of A and B is 

- ~ ~ -
8( A, B)={ 1/[2W2-13 1)]}d( A, B) 

=l/[2(13z-13J] r· (la.(a)-b.(a)l+lal(a)-bl((),)l )da, (2) 

where l3 1 and 132 are given any convenient values in order to surround all supports of two fuzzy numbers as in Figure 4. It 

may also be called the dissemblance index of A and B [ 1 0]. 

1 ------------------------
I 
1 a1(a) 

a _ _1 __ _ 
I 
I 
I 

0 
X 

Figure 4. Concepts of the dissemblance index between A ={a1, a2, a3) and B=(b1, b2, bJ. 

For example, let A =(I, 3, 5) and B=(2, 3, 5) be two triangular fuzzy numbers, and let 13 1=1 and 132=5, then the 

dissemblance index between A and B is 

8( A, B)=1/[2(5-1)] £ (l(2a+1)- (a+2)1+1(-2a+5)- (-2a+5)1 )da 

=118 £ (1(2a+1)- (a+2)1 )da= 1/8[1/2]=0.0625. 
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4. Algorithm 

In order to analyze fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system, the node of the system is denoted as 

Name: 
Item 1 : linguistic judgment data 

Item 2 : linguistic judgment data 

Item n : linguistic judgment data 

where item 1, item 2, ·····, item n are the judgment attributes of node (e.g ., the likelihood of loss, the severity of loss, the 
reliability estimate, weight in the computer security system). Now, we introduce a new algorithm for analyzing fuzzy 
risk evaluation of a tree system as follows. 

Step 1: Transfer all linguistic judgment datum of each node into triangular fuzzy numbers. 

Step 2: Find the postorder base: Traverse the left subtree of root until it is a leaf. 

Step 3: Calculate the fuzzy evaluation value (FE) of the leaf as 

n ~ ~ 

FE = L W®ITi 
i=l 

where n is the number of items of the leaf, ITi is the fuzzy evaluation value of the ith item of the leaf, and W is 

the fuzzy weight of the leaf. 

Step 4: If the leaf has no right brother then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 5. 

Step 5: If the right brother is a leaf then go to step 3, otherwise traverse the left subtree until it is a leaf, then go to sti!p 

3. 

Step 6: Calculate the fuzzy average evaluation values (FAE) of the root of the subtree as 

m "' 
F AE = <I F-Ej )0 <I -wj ). 

j;J j;l 

where FEj is the fuzzy evaluation value of jth child of the subtree, Wj is the fuzzy weight of jth child of the 

subtree. 

Step 7: If the root of the subtree is the root of the tree system then go to step 8, otherwise set FAE to FE, then go to 

step 4. 

Step 8: Calculate the total utility value of the fuzzy average evaluation value (fuzzy total risk value) of the root and 

each linguistic data of tree system with the Maximizing set and the Minimizing set of F AE and all linguistic 

datum of the tree system. 

Step 9: Calculate the degrees of similarity between fuzzy total risk value and each linguistic data of the tree system. 

Step 10: If the largest degree of similarity is unique, the linguistic data with the largest similarity is selected to 
represent the fuzzy total risk evaluation of the tree system, then go to step 14. Otherwise, go to step 11. 

Step 11: Calculate the dissemblance indexes between fuzzy total risk value and each linguistic data with same largest 
similarity. 

Step 12: If the minimization dissemblance index is unique, the linguistic data with the minimization dissemblance 
index is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk evaluation of the tree system, then go to step 14. Otherwise, 
go to step 13. 

Step 13: Use RND (random number) function in computer system to create a random number RN (0 <RN< 1). If 
RN is greater than 0.5 then select upper linguistic data to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the tree system, 
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otherwise select the low one to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the tree system. 

Step 14: Print the fuzzy (linguistic) risk evaluation of the system. 

5. Computer program 
According to the new algorithm, we use VISUAL BASIC (VB) computer language to design a program on the interfaces 
of Windows 95 operating system. This program has three major phases. The first phase, a data base system is created 
to store the datum of a tree system using database package ACCESS97. The second phase, postorder method is used to 
traverse tree nodes, then fuzzy evaluation values of leaves or fuzzy average evaluation values of root of each subtree are 
calculated. The third phase, a suitable linguistic data is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value. The source 
program is summarized in Appendix I. 

6. Example 
The example of computer security system with linguistic datum nodes in Figure 5 [12, pp. 60] is used to analyze the fuzzy 
risk evaluation of the system by using our new algorithm. The results obtained by our designed program are summarized 
as follows. 

Total system 

Physical Security Software Security Personnel Security 

weight: low to medium weight: high weight: extremely high 

Bad2es c~.~~tr 24-Hour Operation UtilitY Polvl!raoh Background 
guard "eu t .-~ investigation 

weight: Likelihood: Likelihood 
:medium to ikelihood Likelihood weight: extremely medium to weight: high 

high : rather :very low extremely high high 
high high 

Severity Severity: 
: extremely 

high 
Severity: very htgh 

~ 
extremely 

low 
~ S<v<>ity 1\ 

Log on File access Super user In-house Contractor In-house In~estigation 
·access investi2ation 

Likelihood Likelihood: Likelihood 
Likelihood low Likeli1~~od low ~~dlto ~~~~~~~?~h Likelihood: 

:high t~ very verv w ium very low 
Severity: Severity: 

~ 

very high Severity: high Severity: Severity: Severity: 
Severity : extremely very high extremely extremely 
very high high high high 

Figure 5. Example of computer security system. 

First, by step I, all linguistic judgment datum of computer security system are transferred into triangular fuzzy numbers 
according to Table I. The results are summarized in Table 2 to Table 4. 

Likelihood 

Severity 

Physical Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Badges Cipher Lock 24-Hour Guard 

(0.55,0.58,0.61) (0.69,0. 75,0.81) (0.12,0.18,0.24) 

(0.94,0.97,1.00) (0.60,0.65,0. 70) (0.85,0.90,0.95) 

Table 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers of 
each child of Physical Security. 
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Software Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

Operation System Utility 

Fuzzy weight: (0.94,0.97,1.00) Fuzzy weight: (0.85,0.90,0.95) 

Logon password File access Super user access In-house Contractor 

Likelihood (0.80,0.83,0.86) (0.30,0.36,0.42) (0.12,0.18,0.24) Likelihood (0.30,0.36,0.42) (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Severity (0.85,0.90,0.95) (0.85,0.90,0.95) (0.94,0.97, 1.00) Severity (0.60,0.65,0.70) (0.94,0.97,1.00) 

Table 3. Triangular fuzzy numbers of each child of Software Security. 

Personnel Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.94,0.97,1.00) 

Polygraph Background investigation 

Fuzzy weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

Likelihood I (0.55,0.58,0.61) In-house investigation Investigation firm 

Severity I (o.o6,o.12,o.18) Likelihood (0.69,0.75,0.81) (0.12,0.18,0.24) 

Severity (0.94,0.97' 1.00) (0.94,0.97, 1.00) 

Table 4. Triangular fuzzy numbers of each child of Personnel Security. 

Second, set fuzzy value of Likelihood item in each leaf as fuzzy weight of the leaf, and by step 2 through step 7 the fuzzy 
evaluation values of each node from the postorder base (Badges node) to the root (Total system node) of the system are 
calculated. We summarize the results in Table 5 to Table 8. 

FE 
FAE 
FAE 

Winter 1998 

Physical Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Badges Cipher Lock I 24-Hour Guard 

FE (0.51 ,0.56,0.61) (0.41 ,0.48,0.56) l (0.10,0.16,0.22) 

FAE ( 0.61, 0.79, 1.02) 

Table 5. The fuzzy evaluation values ofleaf nodes and the 
fuzzy average evaluation value of Physical Security. 

Software Security 

Weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

0 eration System Utility 

Logon password File access I Super user access In-house I Contractor 

(0.68,0. 74,0.81) (0.25,o.32,o.4o) I (0.11, o.11, o.24) FE <o.l8,o.23,o.29) I (0.34,0.41,o.48) 

FE 

FAE 

(0.68,0.89, 1.18) FAE (0.57,0.79,1.10) 

(0.59,0.85, 1.19) 

Table 6. The fuzzy evaluation values of leaf nodes and the 
fuzzy average evaluation values of Software Security. 

Personnel Security 

Weight: (0.94,0.97, 1.00) 

Polygraph Background investigation 

I <o.o3,o.o7,o.ll> In-house investigation I Investigation firm 

F-E (0.64,0. 72,0.81) I (0.11 ,0.18,0.24) 

FAE (0.71,0.97,1.3) 

I (0.37,0.55,0.89) 

Table 7. The fuzzy evaluation values of leaf nodes and the fuzzy 
average evaluation value of Personnel Security. 
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Total System 

. ~hysical Security I Software Security I PersonneJ Security 

FE (0.24,0.36,0.52) I (0.36,0.55,0.85) I (0.35,0.55,0.89) 

FAE (0.48,0.70, 1.16) 
" 

Table 8: The. fuzzy average evaluation value of Total System. 

From Table 8, the fuzzy average evaluation value (FAE =(0.48, 0.70, 1.16)) of Total system node is seen as the fuzzy 

total risk value of the computer security system. 

Third, a suitable linguistic data is selected to repre§en~ t;he fuzzy total risk value as follows. 

By step 8, the total utility value of the fuzzy tot~;~! risk value with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of all linguistic 
datum in Table l and the fuzzy total risk value is 

UT ( ( 0.48, 0.70, 1.16)) = 0.5981362. 

Then the total utility values of each linguistic data with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of all linguistic datum in 
Table l and the fuzzy total risk value are calculated, and we summarize the results in Table 9. 

linguistic data tot<ll utility value 
Extremely High 0.8170627 
Very High 0,7508003 
High to Very High o:69J3992 
Rather High 0.6195659 
High O.S33!i060 
Top Medium to High 0.4990708 
Medium to High ·-0.4725714 
Medium 0.4470083 
Top Low to Medium 0.4036094 
Low to Medium 0.3602105 
Low 0.2'839677 
Rather Low 0.2323372 
Low to Very Low 0.1807067 
Very Low 0.1290762 
Extremely Low 0.0774457 

Table 9. The total utility value of linguistic data. 

By step 9, we obtain the degrees of similarity betwet~n (0.48, 0,70, 1.16) and each linguistic data in Table I, and 
summarize the results in Table 10. 

d~gree of similarity 
linguistic data between (0.48, 0.70, 1.16) 

lllld each linguistic data 
Extremely High 0.7320567 
Very High 0.7966650 
High to Very High 0.8626146 
Rather High 

.. 
0.9654118 

High 0.8924488 
Top Medium to High 0.8343764 

.. 
Medium to High 0.7900733 
Medium 0.7473352 
Top low to Medium 0.6747784 
low to Medium 0.6022215 
Low 0.4747542 
Rather Low 0.3884353 
Low to Very Low 0.3021163 
Very Low 0.2157974 
Extremely Low 0.1294784 

Table I 0. The degree of similarity between (0.48, 
0. 70, 1.16) and each linguistic data. 
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By step I 0, since the largest degree of similarity (0. 9654118) in Table 10 is unique, hence the suitable linguistic data is 
Rather High which is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value -- the fuzzy risk evaluation of the computer security 
system. 

Remark: The calculated fuzzy value of computer security system do not need to fall in the range, [0.06, 1], of all fuzzy 
numbers of original linguistic datum set, because we just want to select a suitable linguistic data in original 
linguistic datum set to be as the fuzzy risk evaluation of computer security system by using total utility similarity. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper gives a new algorithm for analyzing fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system under attributes of linguistic datum. 
We use postorder method to traverse tree nodes, and use triangular fuzzy numbers, instead of discrete fuzzy sets in FRA, 
to transfer linguistic datum. The Function Principle, which does not change the type of membership function on fuzzy 
operations, is used to calculate fuzzy values of the tree system in order to reduce the trouble and tediousness of fuzzy 
operations. 

Based on human perception, the estimated fuzzy risk evaluation of the tree system should be one of the original 
linguistic datum. It is possible to obtain a same result through one mathematical formula with two group of different 
datum in arithmetical sense, but our new algorithm uses multi-testing, which includes total utility similarity, dissemblance 
index, and random number, to make sure we can select a suitable linguistic data to represent the fuzzy total risk value of 
the tree system. 

The method can also be used to evaluate the reliability level of computer security system, and to calculate the quality 
level of products. How many linguistic datum are used to evaluate the rank of a security system? It depends on the 
detail of our considering. Usually, 5 levels (7 levels) of linguistic datum, such as Very High, High, Medium, Low, Very 
Low, are enough. 

In the future, we will try to develop a multi purposes package with the interface of Windows system under the base of 
this VB program. 
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APPENDIX I 

Private Sub Check I Click() 
lfCheckl.Value= !-Then 

Text3.Text = Str(Vai(Text4.Text) + I) 
Combo4.Addltem Textl.Text 

Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combol_Ciick() 
TextS .Text= Combo l.ltemData(Combo l.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo2_Ciick() 
Text6.Text = Combo2.ItemData(Combo2.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo3_Ciick() 
Text? .Text= Combo3.ltemData(Combo3.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo4 Click() 
Text2.Text = Combo4.Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandi_Qick() 
Dim mybookmark As Variant 
Fori = 3 To I Step -1 
fack(l) = "level=" & i 
Datal.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( I)) 
Do While Datai.Recordset.NoMatch =False 
fack(2) ="name=" & '"" & Datai.Recordset("perant") & '"" 
a= Datal.Recordset("likelihood") 
b = Datal.Recordset("severity") 
c = Datal.Recordset("count") 
d=a+b+c 
mybookmark = Datai.Recordset.Bookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(2)) 
e =· Datal.Recordset("count") 
f=d + e 
Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datal.Recordset("count") = f 
Data I. Record set. Update 
Datal.Recordset.Bookmark = mybookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindNext (fack( I)) 
Loop 
Next i 
g=O 
fack(l) ="level= I" 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(l )) 
Do While Datal.Recordset.NoMatch = False 

g = g + Data I.Recordset("count") 
Data I. Recordset. F indNext ( fack( I )) 

Loop 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (Level = 0) 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datal.Recordset("count") = g 
Datai.Recordset.Update 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2_Ciick() 

Datai.Recordset.Delete 
Datai.Retresh 

End Sub 
Private Sub Command3_Ciick() 
End 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command4_Ciick() 
Data I. Recordset.MoveFirst 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset!Count = 0 
Datai.Recordset'numl = 0 
Data I . Recordset1 num2 = 0 

Datal.Recordset!num3 = 0 
Datal.Recordset!el I= 0 
Datal.Recordset!e 1-2 = 0 
Datal.Recordset!e 1-3 = 0 
Data l.Recordset. Update 
Data I.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
Data l.Recordset.MoveFirst 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

If Datai.Recordset("weight") = 0 Then 
i = Datal.Recordset("likelihood") 
fack(l) = "serial=" & i 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( 1)) 

a!= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl ") 
bl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
cl= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ")=at 
Datal.Recordset("e 1_2") = bl 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_3") = c 1 
Datal.Recordset. Update 
i = Datal.Recordset("severity") 
fack( I) = "serial=" & i 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( 1 )) 
dl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl ") 
e I = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
fl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
d2=dl*al 
e2=el*bl 
f2=fl*cl 

Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datal.Recordset("num I")= d2 
Datai.Recordset("num2'') = e2 
Datai.Recordset("num3") = 12 
Datal.Recordset.Update 

Endlf 
Datal.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
Dim mybookmark As Variant 
For i = 3 To I Step -1 

fack(l) = "level=" & i 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(l)) 
While Datal.Recordset.NoMatch =False 

lfDatal.Recordset("weight") = 0 Then 
fack(2) ="name=" & ""' & Datai.Recordset("perant") & '"" 
al = Datal.Recordset("num I") 
bl = Datal.Recordset("num2") 
cl = Datal.Recordset("num3") 
a2 = Datal.Recordset("el_l ") 
b2 = Datal.Recordset("el_2") 
c2 = Datal.Recordset("e 1_3") 
mybookmark = Datal.Recordset.Bookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(2)) 
dl = Datal.Recordset("numl") 
el ~ Datal.Recordset("num2") 
fl = Datal.Recordset("num3") 
d2 = Datal.Recordset("e I I") 
e2 = Datal.Recordset("e 1-2") 
12 = Datal.Recordset("el-3") 
al = al + dl -
bl =bl +el 
cl=cl+fl 
a2=a2+d2 
b2 = b2 + e2 
c2=c2+12 
Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datal.Recordset("numl") = al 
Datal.Recordset("num2") = bl 
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Datai.Recordset("num3") =cl 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ") = a2 
Datai.Recordset("el_l") = bl 
Datai.Recordset("el_3") = c2 
Data I.Recordset. Update 
Datai.Recordset.Bookmark = mybookmark 

Else 
a2 =Data I.Recordset("num I") 
bl = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
cl= Datai.Recordset("num3") 
dl = Datai.Recordset("el_l ") 
et= Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
fl = Datai.Recordset("ei_J") 
a2=a2/fl 
b2=b2/el 
c2=c2/dl 
k = Datai.Recordset("weight") 
fack(5) = "serial=" & k 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(S)) 
m I = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy _ num I") 
m2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
m3 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
nl = a2 • ml 
n2=b2*m2 
n3=c2*m3 
Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("numl ") = nl 
Datai .Recordset("num2") = n2 
Datai.Recordset("num3") = n3 
Datai.Recordset("el _ l") = ml 
Datai.Recordset("e1_2") = m2 
Data I. Recordset( "e I_ 3") = m3 
Datai.Recordset.Update 
mybookmark = Datai.Recordset.Bookmark 
fack(3) ="name=" & "'" & Datai.Recordset("perant") & "'" 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(3)) 
a3 = Data I.Recordset("num I") 
b3 = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
c3 = Datai.Recordset("num3") 
d3 = Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
e3 = Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
13 = Datai.Recordset("el _ l") 
a3=a3+nl 
b3 = b3 + n2 
cJ = c3 + nJ 
d3=d3+ml 
eJ = eJ + m2 
13=13+m3 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("num I")= a3 
Datai.Recordset("numl") = b3 
Datai .Recordsel("numJ") = c3 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ") = d3 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_2") = eJ 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_3") = 13 
Datai .Recordset.Update 
Data I.Recordset.Bookmark =my bookmark 

End If 
Data I.Recordset.FindNext (fack( I)) 

Wend 
Next i 
Data I. Recordset. Move First 
al = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
b I = Datai.Recordset("num2") 
cl = Datai.Recordset("num3"J 
a2 = Datai .Recordset("el_l") 
b2 = Datal .Recordset("el_2") 
c2 = Datai.Recordset("el_J"J 
al =at /cl 
bl =bl lbl 
cl=cl l a2 
Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datai.Recordset("numl") = al 
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Datal.Recordset("num2") = bl 
Datal.Recordset("num3") =cl 
Data I.Recordset.Update 
Labe19.Caption = Datal.Recordset("num I") 
LabeiiO.Caption = Datai.Recordset("nurnl") 
Labeiii.Caption = Datai.Recordset("num3") 
End Sub 
Private Sub CommandS_ Click() 
Dim xmax. xmin. maxdegree. batal, bata2.RN As Single 
Dim ans As String 
xma.x =I 
Datai.Recordset.MoveFirst 
a= Datai.Recordset("num3") 
b = Datal.Recordset("num2") 
c = Data I.Recordset("num t ") 
lfxma.x <a Then 

xmax= a 
Endlf 
xmin =0.06 
de = xmax - xmin 
Data2.Recordset.MoveFirst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 

at= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl") 
a2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy·_num2") 
a3 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
Data2. Recordset.Ed it 
Data2.Recordset("u") = ((a3- xmin) I (de- (a2 - a3)) + I - (xmax- at) 

I (de+ (a2- at))) I 2 
Data2. Recordset. Update 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
t =((a- xmin) I (de- (b -a))+ I - (xmax -c) I I de + (b- c))) /2 
Data2.Recordset.MoveFirst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 
d = Data2.Recordset("u") 
1ft> d Then 

Data2.Recordset.Edit 
Data2.Recordsct("degree") = d It 
Data2 .Recordset. Update 

Else 
Data2 .Recordset. Edit 
Data2.Recordset("degree") = t Id 
Data2 .Recordset. Update 

Endlf 
Datal.Recordset.MoveNext 
Wend 
Datal .Recordset. Move First 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNcxt 
maxdegree ~ Data2.Recordset("degree") 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

g = Data2.Recordset("degree") 
gl = Data2.Recordset("linguistic") 

lfmaxdegree < g Then 
maxdegree = g 
ans = gl 
fuzzyl_l = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl") 
fuzzyl_l = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 

Endlf 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

W•nd 
LabeliJ.Caption = ans 
Data2. Recordset. MoveF irst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (degree= maxdegree) 
Data2. Recordset.MoveNext 
Do While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 

g = Data2 .Recordset("degree") 
If maxdegree = g Then 

fuzzy2_1 = Data2. Recordset("fuzzy _nu m I") 
fuzzy2_2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
ans I = Data2.Recordsct("linguistic") 
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Exit Do 
Endlf 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

Loop 
batal=xmin 
bata2=xmax 
fl = 1/ (2 • (bata2 -batal)) • (Abs(Vai(Labei9.Caption)- fuzzyl_l) + 
Abs(Vai(Labeiii.Caption)- fuzzyl_2)) 
12 =I/ (2 • (bata2- batal)) • (Abs(Vai(Label9.Caption)- fuzzy2_1) + 
Abs(Vai(Labelll.Caption)- fuzzy2_2)) 
If (fl <> 12) then 

If (fl < 12) Then 
LabellJ.Caption = ans 

Else 
LabeiiJ.Caption = ansl 

End If 
Else 

Randomize 
RN=RND 
If (RN > 0.5) then 

LabeiiJ.Caption = ans 
Else 

LabellJ.Caption = ans I 
Endlf 

End Sub 
Private Sub Datal_MouseDown(Button As Integer. Shift As Integer. X 
As Single. Y As Single) -
Text4.SetFocus 
End Sub 
Private Sub DBCombol_Ciick(Area As Integer) 
Text2.Text = DBCombol.Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Comboi.Listlndex = 0 
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Combo2.Listlndex = 0 
ComboJ.Listlndex = 0 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextJ_Change() 
lfTextJ.Text = "0" Then 

Checki.Value = 0 
ElselfTextJ.Text =""Then 

Checki.Value = 0 
Else 

Check I. Value= I 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextS_ Change() 
lfText5.Text =""Then 

Combol.Listlndex = 0 
Else 
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Comboi.Listlndex = (Text5.Text) 
Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub Text6_Change() 
lfText6.Text =""Then 

Combo2.Listlndex = 0 
Else 

Combo2.Listlndex = (Text6.Text) 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub Text7_Change{) 
If Text7 .Text = "" Then 

Combo3.Listlndex = 0 
Els~ 

Combo3.Listlndex = (Text7.Text) 
Endlf 
End Sub 
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